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Presenting
The Second
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Generation
of Video Recorders from RCA, the industry leader Features
include high speed picture search in forward and reverse, an 8

event, 14 day programmer, scene transition stabilizer and
remote control You qet all this plus one vear membership in

our exclusive Studio 2 Entertainment Club for only
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"the sharpest,
brightest picture
we have seen..."

VIDEO MAGAZINE

The NOVABEAM'" Model
One is the Luest product from
the world's lending designer of

projection television, Henry
Kloss.

It is the biggest, brightest,
sharpest large-scree- n television
available for home use.
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FINANCING AVAILABLE

If you prefer to take your recorder along, the, RCA VEP150 may be

perfect Use it on battenes or at home with the TEP1400, 5 event, 7 day
tuner timer Our Studio 2 Club is also included.

VEP150TEP1400

1
Complete your video home movie system with a color camera by
RCA The CC005 features 3:1 zoom lens and electronic
viewfinder at a very affordable price. See us for all your video
needs.
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SONY TCK22
Our best buy in a stereo cassette deck with
Dolby noise reduction. Heavy duty DC motor
provides excellent speed stability and the four

position tape bias switch matches it to all tape
including metal Quantities Limited at
Regular ., .
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SONY TAF40STA30
Yamaha known for musical heritage. The difference in a system is the loudspeakers and
the Yamaha NS4, although moderate size, is mighty in musical sound quality The 8" woofer and
soft dome tweeter reproduce the deep bass and natural highs you would expect from a much
larger loudspeaker. When powered by the Yamaha CR440 receiver with no more than 02
THD at rated output, the sound is almost like being there Two of its many unique features are
continuously variable loudness for low level listening and separate input, record output selectors
for full control of your music The turntable is Yamaha's new P 350, a belt dnve semi automatic
turntable with "Optimum Mass" tonearm and complete with an Ortofon cartridge We know of no
finer turntable in its price range for musically sound quality and record handling Completing the
system are record and stylus care products by Discwasher

All of the latest sound technology is

designed into this superb amplifier and
AMFM stereo tuner combination by Sony
Pulse power supply provides freedom from

clipping distortion while the acute servo
lock centers you on the lowest distortion

spot of the radio station High power at a
low, low price
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A beat buy for music enjoyment at
Regular $755.00 sau.uuvaiue , m ysf- -00 NOWONLY 11
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TERMS LOCATIONSFEATURING TOP NAME

AUDIO & VIDEO COMPONENTS2i
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OMAHA 7511 Pacl,lc (Pctt Plata)
Phona 397-651- 1
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LINCOLN 14S (Gataway Shopping Conlor)
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LINCOLN 414 South 11th (Oownlown Slot a)
Phono 478-651- 1
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Advtnt Dual Fwimr Ktnweod
AIWA DCM RCA Kett

ADC Giisdorf RTR MUitil

lojtwi Acoustic Jmm Uny Ngtrn
tit JVC buy
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